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Computer Sciences Internship Information – Spring & Summer 2017 

Business Name  Jessie Pedigo 

Internship Position  

 

Publishing & Marketing  – paid internship  

Contact Person  Jessie Pedigo 

Phone number  650-942-9387 

Email address  jcpedigo11@icloud.com 

Website   

Address  172 Skidmore St., Ashland, OR 97520 

 
Project duties and tasks: 
 

I have written a novel and I am looking for a student who might want to take on the project, perhaps for a thesis, of 
getting the novel published (either self- or via an agent/publisher), and marketed (including creating a 
website/Facebook page/etc.), with the end goal to sell the rights to a movie-making entity. In essence, I have done 
the work of writing the story, now I need help in getting it 'out there.’ 
 

Query/Synopsis of the book: "A BAKLAVA LIFE is a literary historical novel, complete at 90,000 wds, which weaves 
a compelling, suspenseful odyssey-like tale of iconic youth with a unique twist. It melds 3D reality with the equally 
real, yet invisible realm of the spiritual and the metaphysical. Kindness is a prevailing theme, something the world is 
currently seeking. This book should be stamped Time Sensitive – Read Immediately, as it constantly reaches out to 
the reader to open one’s heart and mind. Now." 
 
This is a project that could springboard a career for the ambitious person. If the outcome of this venture is the 
successful one I envision, the career opportunities this could foster are immeasurable. 
 
Preferred skills& technical knowledge: 
 

I want to work with a student who is knowledgeable of how the internet/viral world works; truly likes his chosen field 
of study and sees the endless possibilities available; and is eager to embrace a challenge. The student must be able 
to set and meet deadlines. 
 
 

Additional information: 
 

 Hours to be determined by workload (this is not a 9-5 company) 

 Pay rate is negotiable - I expect good work in exchange for good pay. Payment could be upfront, or 
negotiated based on success of the venture. 

 

Ideally, I want to match up with a person who has drive, vision and can see beyond this project into the future. 
My dream is to see this book as a movie, so I’m looking for someone who wants to achieve big and have fun 
doing it. As my father used to say, “Try…and if it’s an epic fail, at least you’ll have a great story to tell.” 
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